Figure 3. Location of track lines and the Beaufort conditions when the tracks were surveyed. The airplane surveyed the GOM/BOF and BOEM-MA strata while the ship surveyed the shelf break, offshore, BOEM-MA, and BOEM-MidAtl strata.

Figure 4. Location of harbor porpoise (*Phocoena phocoena*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 5. Location of Atlantic white-sided dolphin (*Lagenorhynchus acutus*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 6. Location of short-beaked common dolphins (*Delphinus delphis*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 7. Location of bottlenose dolphins spp. (*Tursiops truncatus*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 8. Location of Risso’s dolphins (*Grampus griseus*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 9. Location of striped dolphin (*Stenella coeruleoalba*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 10. Location of Atlantic spotted dolphin (*Stenella attenuata*) and Pantropical spotted dolphin (*Stenella frontalis*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 11. Location of rough-toothed dolphins (*Steno bredanensis*) and killer whale (*Orcinus orca*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 12. Location of pilot whales (*Globicephala spp.*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 13. Location of Cuvier's beaked whales (*Ziphius cavirostris*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 14. Location of Gervais' beaked whales (*Mesoplodon europaeus*) and Sowerby's beaked whales (*Mesoplodon bidens*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 15. Location of minke whales (*Balaenoptera acutorostrata*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 16. Location of sightings of fin whales (*Balaenoptera physalus*), sei whales (*Balaenoptera borealis*) and either a fin or sei whale as detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 17. Location of sperm whales (*Physeter macrocephalus*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 18. Location of dwarf sperm whales (*Kogia simus*) and pygmy sperm whales (*Kogia breviceps*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.
Figure 19. Location of humpback whales (*Megaptera novaeangliae*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.

Figure 20. Location of seal (*Pinniped*) sightings detected by the airplane (squares) and ship (circles) during Jun-Aug 2011. Plane track lines are brown; shipboard track lines are blue. The 100 m, 2000 m, and 4000 m depth contours and the EEZ are also displayed.